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Using the method of complex rt,preselaaticm, this paper obtains ~ecessam ;tml 
~,ufficient conditions for the existence ot' a solution ur a mdque solution to thv matrix 
equation AXB - (;XD = E over the quaternion field, extends W. E. Roth's thec~rt,m 
and A. Jatm,sotCs theorem to the (|u:+l+tt!rlliotl field, and ~ivvs th+' r('l)r(,svntatiotl c~l th,, 
sc~]utiou+. 
I. INTFR) I )UCTI( )N 
The linear complex matrix equation 
AXB -- ( ;X I )  = E (1) 
has been widely, studied in both pure and applied matt,,matic,~, and has 
x4ehled many results [1-7]. It is worlhwhile and intervstin~ to study thv 
equation ( I )  over the quaternion field. In this section, we introduce t l , '  
eOml)lt,x representation matrix of a quaterni(m matrix. In Section 2. \vv 
discuss the regular quaternion matrix pencil and the generalized right ei~en- 
vahlos. In Section 3, we discuss the solvability relation for (1) over th¢, 
quaternion field and its complex representation equation, and obtain the 
criterion for solvability. In Section 4, we obtain a necessam' and sufficient 
uondition for the existence of solution or a unique so lut ionof  (1) oxvr lhv 
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quaternion field, and extend Roth's theorem and Jameson's theorem to the 
quaternion field. 
Let C = R + Ri be the complex field, and H = C + Cj be the quater- 
nion field over real number field R, where ij = - j i ,  i 2 = j2 = _ 1. Let :~ be 
the conjugate of x • C, ~ = ~" - yj be the conjugate of a = x + ~ • H, 
where x, y • C. Let K" be the n-dimensional right column vector space 
over the division ring K, and K m×n be the set of all m × n matrices over 
the division ring K_Clearly, n mxn c C "×n C H mxn, and if M • C ''×'', 
x • C, then Mj = jM and xj = fi:. 
Let A, B • H "×". If there exists an invertible matrix P • H "×" (or 
P•  C "x") such that P- lAP= B, then A is said to be similar to B (or 
complex similar to B). The relation "A is similar (or colnplex similar) to B'" 
is abbreviated to A ~ B (or A c B). 
Let ,n?denote the conjugate matrix of A • n m×n. If A • H ' '×',  then A 
can be uniquely written as 
A =A,  +A2 j ,  where A l ,A  2 • C ''×" (2) 
and we define the 2m × 2n complex matrix A c by 
AI A2) 
A'~= -A-z A'~ " (3) 
Ac is called the complex representation matrix of A. 
By the operation of block matrices, we have 
LEMMA 1. 
(i) I f  A e H "×' ,  B • H n×r, a • R, then 
( AB),: = A,,B~, (4) 
(aA)c  = aA~. (5) 
(ii) I f  A, B • H m×", then 
(A  + B),, = A,, + B~. (6) 
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LEMMa 2. l f  A ~ H"×", then A is an invertible matrix if and only if A 
is an invertible nmtrix; nugreover. 
,I<'f 
(A - l ) ,  = (A,.) -l =A; . '  (7) 
|,EMMA 3. (see [8]). If A ~ H ''×'', then A is similar to a complex Jordan 
nomnal fl, rrn mzztrix j E c "x" with diagonal elements , f  the fi,rm a + bi 
(a~R,b>~O) .  
9. TItE RECUI,AR QUATERNION MATRIX PENCII, AND THE 
CENERAI,IZEI) RIGItT EICENVALUES 
l,et A,B  ~ l l  "×" If there exists A¢~ R such that A + A0B is an 
invertible matrix, then the matrix pencil (A, B) is called a regular matrix 
pencil. If there exist A~ H and0~X~ H" such that AX= BXA, then A 
is called a generalized right eigenvalue of the matrix pencil (A, B). I.~'t 
cr~(A, B) denote the set of all generalized right eigenvalues of the matrix 
pencil (A, B), and o'l¢(A) denote the set of all right eigenvalues of A. 
Clearly, we have o-R(A) = o'R(A, I). 
If A, B ~ H ''×', accvarding to the usual definition in the theory of 
complex matrices, let or(A,.) denote the set of 'all complex eigenvalues oi" A,. 
(i.e. the spectnml of A,,), and or(A~, B,.) denote the set of all generalized 
complex eigenvalues of the complex matrix pencil (A,., B,.). If 
det( A. + AB,) ~ (I, 
then ( A,., B c) is called a regular complex matrix pencil. 
It is e~Lsy to see that 
LEMMA 4. 
(i) ( A, B) is a regular matrix pencil if and only if ( A,,, B )  is a regular 
complex n~atrix pencil. 
(ii) (A, B) is a regular nuttrix pencil if and only if (B, A) is a regular 
nu~trix pencil. 
20O 
THEOREM I. I f  A, B E H "×'', then 
orn( A, B) N C = or( A,,, Be) , 
orn(A, B) = {a- 'Aa I A E or(A,., B~:),O * ct E Z} .  
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(9) 
Proof. If A E orn( A, B ) f~ C, then there exists O ~ X = Xl + X2j E H ~ 
(X l, X.~ E C") such that AX = BXA. By Lemma 1 we have 
_ X2 A,:( Xl __~,2) = ABe( XI and (lo) 
thus A, A ~ or(A~, B,:). 
Conversely, if h. E or(Ac, B,), then there exists 
(X l ) n C 2'~ 
0 4: X2 
I |  
such that AcX = ABcX; thus 
AIX  l + A2X z = BXIA + B2X2A, 
A IX  2 - ,42X1 = BIX2A - -B2XIA" 
(ii) 
Let X=X 1 -X '2 j  ~0;  then (1l) is equivalent o AX=BXA; thus A 
orj¢( A, B) n C. Thus (8) is proved. 
If A E or(At, B,:), then ibr every 0 ~ a E H", it is clear that a- lAa  
or~(A, B). Conversely, if A E orn(A, B), by Lemma 3 of [9] we know that 
there exists 0 ~ a E H such that aAa -l  = A l E orR(A, B) N C. Using (8), 
we have A l E or( A,:, B c) and A = a-  1/~ 1Or'. Thus, (9) is proved. • 
COROLLARY 1. I rA  E H "×", then 
on(A)  ~ C = or (At )  ' (12) 
°R(A)  = {ot - IAa lAEOr(A¢) ,OC:otEH}.  (13) 
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TIIF, OREM 2. I f  (A,  B) is a regular matrix pencil (A. B E H" ×''), then 
there exist invertible matrices P, Q ~ H"Xr' such that PAQ and PBQ arc 
complex .uztrices. 
Proem. Since there exists A o ~ R such that A + a o B is invertii)le. \vc 
have 
.a + = (a  + + (a  - a , , ) (a  + a,,/3) {14)  
Using [x,mma 3, there exists Q ~ tt ''~'' such that (A - A,,B) ~B = Q]Q J. 
whet(' j ~ c ''×''. la,.t P 1 = (A + A()B)Q; then w(, hay(. 
A + AB = P ' ( I  + A,,J + A J )Q- '  (15) 
By (15)we have PAQ = I + a,,J ~ C ''×'' and PBQ = J ~ C ...... 
(~OROI.t,ARY 2. If (A, B) and (D. B) are reEular quaternion matrix 
pencils, then 
(i) there exists A o ~ R such that G + A. A and B + A(~ D are inl:,el-tibh" 
matrices: 
(ii) o't~(A, G) F~ ira(D. B) = Q!fand  only !f 
o'( A , .G , )  ~ c r (D .B  ) = ~.  
PFoof  . 
(i): By. Ix.mama 4, (G., A,.) and (B., I).) are re~,mlar complex matrix 
pencils; thus det(G,. + hA,.) ~ 0 and det(B, + AD,.) ~ O. (:learly, tlu'r~' 
exists A o ~ R such that det(G,. + &)A,) ¢: 0 and (let(B, + A.)I).) ~ 0. i.(,., 
Q + A o A. and B, + A o I). are invertible matrices. Bv Lemma 1 and I.vmnla 
2, it is clear that G + A o A and B + A. I) are invertibh, matrices. 
(ii): By Theorem i. tiffs is mSdent. • 
3. "FILE SOLVABILITY REI~ATION OF AXB-  ( ;X I )= E AND 
A XB - G, XD, =E,  
\Ve now consider tile linear quaternion matrix equation 
AXB - GXD = E, 
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where A,G E Hmxm, B, D E Hnx”, E E Hmx”. We define the complex 
representation equation of the equation (16) by 
A,XB, - GCXDC = E,. (17) 
By Theorem 2, there exist invertible matrices P, Q E H”‘” such that 
PBQ = B, E C”“’ and PDQ = D, E Cnx”. Let E, = EQ, Y = XP-‘; then 
the equation (16) is equivalent to 
AYB, - GYD, = E,. (18) 
Clearly, the equation (17) is equivalent to 
A,Y(B,), - C,Y(D,), = (%I,, 
where (B,), = diag(B,, B,), (Dl), = diag(D,, nr>, Y = XP,-‘. 
(19) 
THEOREM 3. Let (B, D) be a regular matrix pencil. Zf the complex 
representation equation (17) has a solution X E Czmx 2n, then the equation 
(16) hasasoZutionX = X, + X,j E H”‘“, andX = (X, + X,j>, E @2mx2n 
is a solution of the equation (171, where X,, X, E Cm’ n. 
Proof. Let A = A, + A,j, G = G, + G,j, E = E,, + E,,j, where Ai, 
Gi, Eli (i = 1,2) are complex matrices. Since (17) has a solution X E 
Czmx2”, the equation (19) has a solution Y = XPCel E CzmXzn. Let 
Yl y3 m 
Y=XP,_1= y, 
i 1; y 4 
m 
n n 
by (191, we have 
Clearly, (20) is equivalent to 
A,Y,B, + A,Y, B, - G,Y,D, - G2Yz D, = E,,, 
(21) 
A,Y, B, - &Y, B, - c,Y, D, + G,Y, D, = -&;, , 
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and (211 is equivalent to 
(A, + A,j)(Y, - Y,j)B, - (G, + G,j)(Y, - u2j)DI = E,. (22) 
Thus, Y = Y, - &j E H”“” is a solution of the equation (18). Let X = 
YP = X, + X, j, where Xi, X, E crnx n; then X = X, + X, j is a solution 
of the equation (16), and X = (X, + X,j), E @ 2m X2n is a solution of the 
equation (17). n 
THEOREM 4. Zf (B, D) is a regular matrix pencil, then: 
(i) The equation (16) h as a solution if and only if its complex representa- 
tion equation (17) has a complex matrix solution. 
(ii) Th equation (16) has a unique solution if and only if its complex 
representation equation (17) has a unique complex matrix solution. 
Proof. 
(i) By Lemma 1 and Theorem 3, it is evident. 
(ii) If the equation (16) h as a unique solution, then the equation (18) has 
a unique solution Y E H mx “. By (i), the equation (19) has a solution. For 
arbitrary a solution 
y, y3 77, 
i I y = Y, Y4 E @2mx2n 
m 
n n 
of (191, we have (21) and 
(231 
By the proof method of Theorem 3, we can similarly prove that Y = Y, - Y2j 
and Y = i;, + Y,j are two solutions of (18). By the uniqueness of solution of 
(18), we have Y4 = Y, and Y, = -Y,, and it is clear that the complex matrix 
solution of (19) is unique. Since (19) is equivalent to (17), the equation (17) 
has a unique complex solution. 
Conversely, if the equation (17) has a unique complex matrix solution, 
then from Theorem 3, the unique solution must be of the form X = (X, + 
X,j),, where X,, X, E @“““. By Lemma 1 and the uniqueness of solution of 
(171, it is clear that X = X, + X,j is a unique solution of (16). n 
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4. THE SOLVABILITY AND THE EXPRESSION FOR THE 
SOLUTION OF AXB - GXD = E 
Suppose (A, G) and (B, D) are regular matrix pencils. From Theorem 2, 
we know that there exists A o ~R such that G+ A 0A and B +)t 0D are 
invertible matrices. Clearly, the equation (16) is equivalent to 
AX( B + )to ° ) - (G + )toA)XD = E. (24) 
Thus, (16) is equivalent to 
(G + )toA)-I AX-  XD(B + )toD) -I 
(25) 
= (G + AoA) - 'E (B  +)toD) -I 
The argument for reducing (16) to (25) is the same as that given in the 
complex case by S. K. Mitra [3]. Let 
.,~ = (C + )toA) -I A, (26) 
19 = O( B + )toD) -~ (27) 
/~ = (G + )toA)-l(B + )toD)-l; (28) 
then the equation (16) is equivalent to 
/, X - X~5 = E. (29) 
We now give the generalization of W. E. Ruth's theorem [12]. 
THEOREM 5. If ( A, G) and ( B, D) are regular rmztrix pencils, then the 
equatizm (16) has a soh,tion if and only if the matrices 
0 / ) )and  {'40 ; )  
are similar. 
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Proof. If they are similar, thc,n we have 
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Using the transformation f permutation-similar p titioned matrices, it is not 
,:tifficult o see that 
o I-_) o 
(31) 
B v W. E. Roth's theorem (see [12]), the complex matrix equation , ,~.X- 
XD. = /~,. has a complex matrix solution. Since ( I , /9) is regular matrix 
pencil, from Theorem 4 the equation (29) has a solution; hence the equation 
(16) has a solution. 
Conversely, if (16) has a solution, then (29) has a solution X ~ H ''×". 
thus 
o i,, 0 b o t,, o r3 
COROLLARY 3. The quaternion matrix equation AX-  XD = E ha~s" a 
solution if and only if 
TllEOREM 6. The quaternion matrix equation (16) has a unique solution 
if and only if ( A, G) and ( D, B) are regular matrix pencils and oR( A. G) 
~rn(D, B) = Q. 
Pro(~. By Theorem 1 in [2], the complex representation equation (17) 
has a unique solution if and only if ( A,., G c) and ( D,., B c) are regular complex 
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matrix pencils and ~r(Ac, G,)¢3 or(D~,B,:)= Q. Thus, using Lemma 4, 
Corol la~ 2, and Theorem 4, it is easy to see that the result is valid. • 
COROLLARY 4. The quaternion matrix equation AX-  XD = E has a 
unique solution if and only if ors(A) (3 orR(D) = (~. 
COROLLARY 5. The quaternion matrix equation X -  AXB = E has a 
unique solution if and only if trR( A, I) N orR(I, B) = Q (i.e., if A ~ trR(A), 
tz ~ orR(D), then A/x # 1). 
TItEOREM 7 (Generalization of Jameson's theorem [1, 11]). Let (A, G) 
and (B, D) be regular matrix pencils'. If  X is a .solution of the equation (16), 
then 
2m k- I  
XA(/9) = - Y'~ E PkAJ/~/9~ -j 1 ,  (33) 
k=l j=o 
where It, 10, and E are defined by (26), (27), and (28), respectively, and 
A(A) = det(AI2,,, - fi.,) = F3'"k=o Pk Ak ~ R[A]. 
Pro(f. If X E tt T M  is a solution of(16), then X is a sohltion of (29). 
Thus, X c is a complex matrix solution of the equation .4,.X - X10 c =/~,.. By 
Jameson's theorem (see [1] or [1 l]), we have 
2 m k - I 
XcA(10,-) = - E E PkXJi,:10,~ - j - '  (34) 
k=l j=O 
By Lemma 3, there exists P~ H" ×" such that P I~P  = j  ~ C" ×'' 
Using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we have P,- a,4. P,. = Jc = diag(/, ] ) ,  and 
A(A) =det(AI , , ,  - J )det (A I , , - ] )  =f(A) f (A)  ~R[A] .  (35) 
Thus, A(A) = F. 2'' A k k~o Pk ~R[A]and p, ~R,  k =0,1  . . . . .  2m. 
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By (34) and Lemrna 1, wc have 
( xa(  b )  ), = x a (b)  = - E p, ' ' : 
, k = 1 1 = o , .  
(36) 
therefore (33) is valid. 
('Ot~OLI~Xt~V 6. If  (A ,G)  and (D, B) a,v regular matrix pencils, aml 
o'i~( A. G) A crl¢( D, B) = 0 ,  then the unique solution of the equation (16) is 
~iten by 
( 2,,, )[ l' X= - ~ 2~ p~,~JE/,3 k-.j ' A(1)) (:37) 
k : l  j=0 
Pro,f. By Corollau' 2 and Jameson's theorem (see [1] or [11]), we know 
that A(I-),.) is invertible. Thus, from l_a~mma 2, A(L)) is an invertible matrix. 
Clearly, using Theorem 6 and Theorem 7, we obtain (37). • 
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